ABSTRACT With the rapid development of consumer devices, display devices at bit depth (BD) of 10 or higher have become increasingly popular, but most mainstream media sources are still at BD of 8. Therefore, ordinary users cannot fully enjoy the advanced equipment, and BD expansion problem is raised recently as the most economical solution to accommodate the gap. Different from existing algorithms which do not optimize a clear objective metric or do not provide optimal solution to the objective, in this paper, we propose a pixel-wise context-aware minimum average mean squared error (MMSE) optimization scheme (CAMO) whose optimal solution can be directly derived to effectively improve the BD expansion performance. Under Bayesian framework, the MMSE objective is decomposed into two separate terms: a likelihood term represents local contexts and a prior term represents image's inherit characteristics. The complicated local contexts are first described via generic Taylor expansion, and then, local derivatives of different orders are estimated to capture non-linear structures. We also investigate different types of images and introduce image-type-wise statistical priors for better performance. To validate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we perform extensive experiments on four image datasets, and CAMO achieves promising results compared with state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the explosive growth of consumer electronics, people have an irresistible preference for better visual experience of media contents. Different from traditional pursuit of higher spatial resolution, a new demand of higher bit-depth has been raised recently and leads to the revolutionary development of high dynamic range (HDR) technology [1] - [3] . Bit-depth (BD) is defined as the number of bits to represent one pixel value per channel, so higher bit-depth stands for finer-grained quantization of real pixel values to discrete levels. Although display devices at bitdepth of 10 or higher have been matured, the bulk of legacy image and media contents are still at bit-depth of 8. This implies that people can not fully enjoy the superiority of the advanced devices except for few specific media contents. In other words, a gap exists between the high bit-depth displaying techniques and existing low bit-depth media contents. Recently, bit-depth expansion (BDE), or enhancement, has drawn lots of attention since it is the most economic way to render low bit-depth (LBD) source at high bit-depth (HBD) displaying devices by converting LBD contents into HBD version with little or no perceptual differences to theoretically finer-quantized HBD contents. Note that BDE problem is different from inverse tone mapping approaches [4] , which hallucinate the lost details caused by unknown non-linear tone mapping operator or the over-saturation of camera sensors. Its goal is to recover the original HBD images from LBD images as accurate as possible.
Depending on which kind of information is exploited, BDE techniques can be generally categorized into two classes: context-independent algorithms and context-aware algorithms. Early researches pay more attention to contextindependent algorithms where LBD value, or intensity, of current pixel is directly mapped to the HBD version regardless of local contexts. Typical context-independent algorithms include zero-padding (ZP), bit-replication (BR) [5] , and multiplication by ideal gain (MIG). ZP directly pads zeros after the least significant bit (LSB) of LBD value. BR appends the highest significant bits (HSBs) after LSB. And MIG linearly multiplies LBD value with the ratio of HBD intensity range to LBD intensity range. Recently, Mittal et al. [6] proposed to estimate HBD values based on minimum risk based classification (MRC). Theses contextindependent algorithms ignore the critical local contexts, hence, tending to produce HBD image with severe false contour artifacts as shown in Fig. 1 .
Having noticed the drawbacks of context-independent algorithms, some researchers investigated local smoothness and managed to propose a series of context-aware algorithms. The key motivation is that the real images tend to be locally smooth and the notion of smoothness has been widely and successfully applied to a variety of applications in multimedia processing field such as predictive coding [7] , [8] , quality assessment [9] , interpolation [10] , and reconstruction [11] , [12] . Since BDE is the inverse problem of quantization, local smoothness is also expected to work for it. One typical smoothing scheme is filtering [13] , [14] . After converting an LBD image to a coarse HBD version, lowpass filters are exploited to estimate the gap between coarse HBD image and the original HBD image. However, there is no guarantee that the filtered pixel values are within the expected range of HBD pixel values and the non-discriminative filtering approach tends to blur sharp edges. Therefore, the interpolation-based approaches emerged [15] , [16] . Cheng et al. [17] proposed two distance maps to measure the contour flooding process. Then, the ratios of these two distance maps are used to guide the linear interpolation for HBD pixel value. Wan et al. [15] enhanced Cheng's work by deliberately designing of the interpolation procedure at local maximum and minimum areas. Although the interpolation-based algorithms obtain considerable gain over previous filter-based algorithms, the simple linear interpolation does not guarantee good reconstruction of 2D images that typically have signal-dependent or non-linear structures. Besides, neither filter-based algorithms nor interpolationbased algorithms optimize objective metrics such as mean squared error (MSE), hence, laking certain guarantees for HBD images with high quality.
Recently, a novel graph signal processing (GSP) method is proposed in [18] and [19] . It formulated BDE problem as an optimization problem where the reconstructed HBD pixel values are estimated as those with the patch-wise minimum average mean squared error (MMSE) given the LBD pixel values. An image patch is modeled as a graph and the AC and DC components are estimated separately using Graph Fourier Transformation (GFT) [20] . This work laid the foundation for future works based on MMSE objective. However, the authors argued that the optimization is difficult to solve directly, so the MMSE solution is approximated by a two-step approach: the AC signal is first estimated using maximum-aposterior (MAP) estimation and then followed by an MMSE estimation of the DC signal based on the estimated AC signal. Besides, all existing algorithms do not vary from one type of image to another. Different types of images have different characteristics, so the non-discriminative procedure is sub-optimal when applied to different types of images. For example, according to [21] , the distribution of mean subtracted contrast normalized (MSCN) image values for synthetic images are different from natural images in both shape and scale parameters, indicating that the BDE performance of cartoons will be obviously degraded if the nature scene statistics (NSS) are utilized as the prior. Another example is the recently proposed metric called naturalness based on the histogram of natural images. It is a unique feature for natural scene and has been successfully applied in various image processing field [22] , [23] . Therefore, there remains some room for enhancing BDE performance via image-typewise procedure.
In this paper, we propose a novel context-aware framework to effectively improve the BDE performance of existing models via directly minimizing the average mean square error. Local derivatives are estimated with polynomial regression and the image-type-wise statistical priors are investigated and embedded to further improve the BDE performance. An example of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . Our main contribution lies in the following four aspects:
• We formulate the BDE problem from an MMSE perspective and directly solve the MMSE objective. The proposed framework is easy to adapt to local contexts and image priors, making it both flexible and effective. And the direct solution gives optimal HBD estimation from the objective of MMSE, which guarantees the performance improvement.
• To fully describe the complicated local contexts, we approximate the unknown model with the generic Taylor expansion of the function about this point and estimate local derivatives of different orders by polynomial regression.
• We find that different types of images have different characteristics. By introducing image-type-wise statistical priors into the proposed framework, the HBD images can be further enhanced. This shall open a new avenue of image-type-wise researches for BDE problem.
• Experimental results validate that our proposed method produces better HBD images than competing schemes in both objective and subjective evaluations. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we first formulate BDE problem as an MMSE optimization VOLUME 6, 2018 problem and propose a novel framework to integrate local contexts and image-type-wise characteristics. Experimental results and analysis are elaborated in Section III. Finally, we draw the conclusions in Section IV.
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we first describe the BDE problem and discuss the drawbacks of state-of-the-art algorithms in Section II-A. Then, the proposed MMSE estimation scheme is presented in Section II-B. The key of HBD intensity estimation turns out to be estimating the likelihood of local contexts and image priors. Afterwards, we model local contexts with a series of local derivatives of different orders, which is estimated via the polynomial regression in Section II-C. Finally, we investigate the image-type-wise statistical priors for BDE problem in Section II-D.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Image bit-depth expansion can be regarded as an inverse problem of quantization. Without loss of generality, let Y and Q denote the original HBD image and the corresponding quantized LBD image with bit-depth of h and As mentioned above, a lot of approaches have been designed to address the BDE problem. Although existing algorithms achieve satisfactory results to some extend, most of them suffer from the following drawbacks:
• Most of existing BDE algorithms do not optimize an objective metric. Although MRC and ACDC define the objective as minimum classification risk and minimum mean square error, MRC ignores the critical local contexts while ACDC only takes the approximate solution to MMSE objective via MAP approach.
• In terms of image modeling, previous works tend to over-emphasize the local smoothness via constrains on low-order derivatives. For example, the interpolationbased algorithms (e.g., CA and CRR) assume the second derivatives being zeros. Obviously, the naive local models can not adequately describe the complicated structures and textures, hence, degrading the BDE performance.
• None of existing BDE algorithms notice the individual characteristics of different types of images. Therefore, applying non-discriminative BDE procedure to different types of images will inevitably lead to sub-optimal HBD results. And there remains a blank on a flexible as well as comprehensive optimization framework that can easily integrate various image characteristics. To deal with these drawbacks, we define the objective of BDE problem in terms of MMSE and then propose a Bayesian framework to integrate the characteristics of local contexts as well as the image-types-wise statistical priors. Specifically, given an initial HBD estimation of an LBD image, which can be generated using arbitrary existing BDE algorithm, the HBD pixel values are successively estimated in a pixel-wise manner. For pixel locating at c 0 , we first derive its local derivatives via polynomial kernel regression and then obtain the likelihood function for local contexts. By integrating image-type-wise priors, the posterior probability is obtained and the final HBD pixel valuex 0 is predicted as the one with minimum mean square error.
B. MMSE OBJECTIVE
Our objective at each location c 0 is to find an estimate of HBD pixel valuex 0 given its LBD pixel value q 0 and local contexts D 0 extracted from the initial HBD image. The desired HBD estimationx * 0 is expected to have the minimum mean square error given local contexts, i.e.,
where y 0 is the original HBD pixel value at c 0 and Pr(y 0 |q 0 , D) is the posterior probability distribution of y 0 . According to Bayes' Theorem [24] , we know that: In BDE problem, the quantization process is carried out independently at each pixel, so the LBD pixel value q is only related to its HBD version y. Therefore,
Taking into account that y 0 takes integer values within the range of [q 0 , q 0 + S), we put Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) and have:
To computex MMSE 0 in Eq. (4), we need to compute the likelihood function Pr(D 0 |y 0 ) and prior Pr(y 0 |q 0 ). Pr(D 0 |y 0 ) stands for the preference from local contexts while Pr(y 0 |q 0 ) reflects the characteristics of original HBD pixel value. Note that the proposed Bayesian framework enjoys great flexibility. It is capable to capture local contexts via likelihood term and various kinds of priors can be easily integrated via prior term to further improve BDE performance.
C. LOCAL DERIVATIVES AND LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION
As mentioned above, the likelihood function Pr(D 0 |y 0 ) represents the preference from local contexts. In our work, local contexts are defined to contain neighboring pixels around c 0 , i.e.,
measures the distance between two pixels, which is defined as 'Chessboard' distance for convenience. Without loss of generality, we assume that local contexts satisfy model m(·):
where i 's are the independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise with zero mean. Therefore, y i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) with σ being the variance. While the particular form of m(·) may remain unspecified, if we assume that it is locally smooth to some order K , then we can rely on a Taylor expansion [25] of m(·) about c 0 :
where ∇ and H are the gradient and Hessian operators, respectively. vec(·) is the vectorization operator that maps a matrix into a vector. Since (c i − c 0 )(c i − c 0 ) T is a symmetric matrix, we further define vech as the half-vectorization operator of the lower-triangular portion of a matrix. Then, Eq. (6) can be simplified to:
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where K (·) is a Gaussian kernel function that penalizes distance away from c 0 . Given each y 0 ∈ [q 0 , q 0 + S), different solution of {β j } will be derived, with which we can calculate m(c i ) for all neighboring pixels based on Eq. (7). Hence, according to Eq. (5), the likelihood function for local contexts is obtained as follows:
where σ is estimated for local contexts.
D. STATISTICAL PRIORS
As mentioned above, traditional BDE algorithms merely focus on local context modeling while ignoring the diversity between different images. For example, synthetic images are obviously different from natural images captured by cameras [26] . Since different types of images vary from each other, we believe exploring image-type-wise characteristics is a promising direction. In this section, we investigate two different types of images from four different datasets and conduct an attempt to integrate image-type-wise priors into the proposed CAMO scheme. Four image datasets are involved: a) the well-known Kodak dataset [27] contains 24 natural images with bit-depth of 8; b) UST-HK's High Dynamic Range natural image dataset [28] includes 40 images with bit-depth of 16; c) ESPL dataset [29] contains 25 synthetic images with bit-depth of 8; and d) Xiph dataset [30] contains 20 randomly selected computergenerated frames from the short film 'Sintel' with bit-depth of 16. The images in Kodak and UST-HK datasets are natural images captured by cameras while ESPL and Xiph are synthetic images produced by computers. Histograms of four datasets are shown in Fig. 3 . It is found that natural images from Kodak and UST-HK tend to concentrate in the lower portion of the intensity range. One possible reason is that most objects in the natural scene reflects light rather than emitting light, hence, resulting in relative low intensity. For synthetic images from ESPL and Xiph, the roughly descending trend may be caused by over-emphasis on the smoothly varying shaded areas, which gives prominence to the feeling of three-dimensional scene. Although these histograms vary from each other, they share in common that the absolute dark (y = 0) and oversaturated (y = 2 h − 1) bins evidently exceed their adjacent bins. For natural images captured by cameras, one possible reason is that the sensor's sensitivity range is limited. When the brightness exceeds this range, it is truncated to the absolute dark or over-saturated intensity. For synthetic images, the high probability of absolute dark and over-saturated intensity may result from the user's preference to pure colors and saturated colors.
Having noticed the statistical characteristics of different types of images, we directly apply them in the proposed CAMO framework to further enhance the BDE performance.
Let H denotes the image-type-wise histograms. Then the probability of y 0 taking some value z 0 ∈ [q 0 , q 0 + S − 1) given its LBD pixel value q is:
With the statistical priors and likelihood function obtained in Section II-C, we can easily estimate the best HBD pixel valuex * 0 in Eq. (4). The overall framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the proposed Bayesian framework is very flexible. Different local context modeling approaches and more advanced statistical priors (e.g., context-adaptive priors) can be easily embedded to our framework to further enhance the BDE performance. And the direct solution of MMSE objective provides a guarantee for good BDE performance.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the efficiency of the proposed CAMO algorithm, we evaluate its performance over four image datasets, i.e., Kodak database [27] (BD = 8), UST-HK's HDR dataset [28] (BD = 16), ESPL dataset [29] (BD = 8), and Xiph computer-generated images [30] (BD = 16). These datasets include two classical types of images (natural images and synthetic images) and the resolutions vary from 768×512 to 1, 920 × 1, 080. Some samples are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The selected datasets have a rich diversity. It includes images with fine textures (e.g., 'Mount'), smooth color changes (e.g., 'Billiard'), and complex structures (e.g., 'Tank'). And it contains lots of objects and scenes that are commonly seen in real world, such as human faces and sunset. In our experiments, the original images serve as the ground truth HBD images and the LBD images are derived by quantization. The quantization step Q is set to 16, i.e., the least significant four bits are quantized to zeros. Then, we enhance the LBD input images to HBD images to simulate the effect of displaying the LBD images on a high bit-depth display device.
Seven BDE models including zero-padding (ZP), multiplication by ideal gain (MIG), bit replication (BR) [5] , minimum risk based classification (MRC) [6] , contour region reconstruction (CRR) [17] , content adaptive (CA) method [15] , and AC and DC estimation via Graph Signal Processing (ACDC) [19] 1 are used to generate initial HBD images, and the proposed CAMO method is adopted to obtain the final HBD images. All the experiments are performed on Windows 7 platform with Intel CORE TM i7-2600 @ 3.4 GHz CPU and 8GB RAM.
A. OBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS
The quality of these reconstructed HBD images can be evaluated by various metrics like Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index, Naturalness, and Sharpness. In this paper, we use PSNR for objective evaluation. We compare the PSNR results of existing BDE algorithms (marked with points) and their enhanced algorithms with the proposed CAMO scheme (marked with asterisks) in Fig. 6 . The proposed CAMO algorithms with different initial BDE methods are denoted as '-CAMO' prefixed by their initial method name. For example, 'CA-CAMO' stands for CAMO algorithm with CA as its initial BDE algorithm. It is found that although the margins over different initial HBD results are different, the CAMO algorithms exceeds their initial BDE algorithms on average. In particularly, the greatest power of the proposed CAMO scheme is shown on 'CA-CAMO' which consistently obtains more superior performance than any other BDE algorithms on all four datasets.
For an overall evaluation, the average PSNR results of different algorithms are presented in Table 1 . 'Initial-MAX' denotes the average results for the best HBD images among existing BDE algorithms, which is regarded as the state-ofthe-art performance. Similarly, 'CAMO-MAX' is defined to denote the average results for the best HBD images among the proposed CAMO algorithms, which represents the best performance of CAMO. It is observed the proposed CAMO algorithms generally outperform the existing BDE algorithms on all four datasets except MRC and ACDC. This is mainly because that MRC and ACDC reconstruct the HBD images to have the image-wise and block-wise minimum prediction error, respectively. Although they achieve better PSNR results on Kodak and ESPL via statistical process, they suffer from severe visual artifacts as will be shown in the next subsection. Among all the enhanced algorithms, CA-CAMO performs best on average. Its minimum performance gain over existing algorithms exceeds 0.2dB on all four datasets.
B. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS
To better demonstrate the superiority performance of the proposed CAMO algorithm, subjective comparisons are given in Figs. 7-9. 2 In addition to classical local contexts of smooth transition areas and fine texture areas, we also involve the over-saturated areas for subjective comparison, which performs differently from other areas since their intensity are limited by the image's dynamic range [15] . Each figure presents one type of contexts with two detailed image patches. The entire output images are attached in the supplementary files. When the bit-depth is over 8, one cannot visually discern HBD images in a PDF document, so we omit the high dynamic range output images in this paper and put them in the supplementary files. Fig. 7 compares the bit-depth enhanced images with different algorithms on smooth transition areas where false contour artifacts are highly likely to appear. As shown in Fig. 1 , the false contours are quite annoying artifacts that greatly degrade the visual quality. It is observed that ZP, MIG, BR, and MRC produces severe false contour artifacts, such as contours around the shadows of 'Door' and the 'Clouds' (as shown in the first and third row in Fig. 7) . It is because that ZP, MIG and BR enhance pixel's bit-depth independently of their contexts, hence, can not capture the color varying trend. By taking account of local neighborhoods, CA and CRR recover HBD areas with smoothly varying colors but at the price of over-blurring some fine details (e.g. the textures in 'Door'). Although ACDC considers local contexts, it still produces unpleasant results due to the approximate solutions for MMSE objective as shown in Fig. 7 . The proposed CAMO algorithm can automatically adapt to local contexts and produce visually pleasant HBD images. Fig. 8 demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed CAMO algorithm on texture areas. Although the ZP, BR, MIG, MRC, and ACDC can well preserve the textures on the face of 'Statue', when the textures undergo some color transitions (e.g., the mouth of 'Turtle'), they still suffer from the 2 For fair comparison, we use CA-CAMO results throughout this section false contour artifacts. For context-aware algorithms such as CRR and CA, the textures tend to be smoothed out due to the naive assumptions of linear color transition between arbitrary adjacent pixels with intensity difference of S. Thanks to the statistical priors and the efficient local modeling approach via derivatives estimation, the proposed CAMO scheme can avoid the false textures and preserve the true textures as much as possible. Fig. 9 shows the BDE performance of different algorithms on over-saturated areas: the snow in 'Mount' and brightness in 'Sunset'. The key challenging problems is that there is less clear indicators for the color transition trend since they already achieve the maximum intensity. Traditional algorithms such as MRC and CRR contain no special handling of these areas, so they are more likely to get sub-optimal results. Although CA treats the over-saturated parts differently, it simply assumes the skeletons to have the maximum intensity and linearly interpolates the other non-skeleton regions. By carefully designing the derivatives estimation approach and introducing statistical priors, the proposed CAMO algorithm can efficiently capture color varying trend and pop out the over-saturated parts with smooth transition to their neighborhood.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we improve the bit-depth expansion performance via a context-aware MMSE optimization algorithm. Given local contexts, the MMSE objective is decomposed into a likelihood term and a prior term. The likelihood term is defined to integrate complicated local contexts which can be approximated by Taylor expansion. For prior term, since we find that different types of images have different statistical characteristics, image-type-wise statistical priors are introduced for better BDE performance. With the likelihood term and prior term, the optimal solution can be directly derived from the MMSE perspective, which provides guarantees for performance improvement. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed CAMO scheme can efficiently improve existing BDE performance with significant margins. The proposed framework enjoys great flexibility which can be easily tuned to integrate various local modeling approaches and image priors. And our future works may lay on investigating more advanced context modeling approaches and contextadaptive priors. 
